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Abstract: Wind power generation is gaining popularity as the power industry in the world is moving toward more 

liberalized trade of energy along with public concerns of more environmentally friendly mode of electricity 

generation. The weakness of wind power generation is its dependence on naturethe power output varies in quite a 

wide range due to the change of wind speed, which is difficult to model and predict. Due to large blade inertia 

conventional wind turbine pitch control system is not always capable to meet this objective. This is especially 

pronounced during large wind gusts. The basis for enhancement of ability of the control system to meet new 

objectives could be based on feed forward information about upcoming wind gusts. In order to simplify the design 

and implementation of controller and to avoid development of more sophisticated mathematical model, neural 

networks is used. In this paper the strategy of spatially distributed wind predictions based on neural networks is 

proposed and validated on measurements obtained at test site. The measurements from an upwind meteorological 

mast were used to predict the upcoming wind gust on downwind position. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wind generated electricity is a highly unpredictable 

intermittent power source. Traditionally, main objective 

in wind energy production was maximizing the power 

output. Since the wind speed changes in time and wind 

power is proportional to cube value of wind speed 

experienced by wind turbine rotor, maximization of 

power output inevitably leads to power fluctuations. 

With increase of wind power penetration into electrical 

grids its influence on grid conditions increases and 

demands upon produced power characteristics emerge. 

According to development of national grid codes it 

is expected that demands upon wind farms will grow 

further and that tracking of the imposed power set point 

and power rate of change will be required. Classical 

wind turbine control system which relies on wind 

turbine speed and power measurements is not entirely 

appropriate for such demands. Main reason for it is 

slow pitch actuator response in comparison to dynamics 

of sudden change of wind speed during wind gusts. 

Large wind gusts cause output power to exceed its set-

point due to slow reaction of pitching mechanism 

caused by large blade inertia. This introduces an 

overshoot in set-point tracking which could be avoided 

by employing better control technique. Disturbance on 

set point tracking is especially pronounced in situations 

when wind gust causes wind speed to increases from a 

value beneath to a value above nominal wind speed. In 

such cases the dead time, which is caused by releasing 

the brakes of pitching mechanisms, further deteriorates 

the system response. Also, additional objective in wind 

turbine control is alleviation of loads experienced by 

wind turbines. During wind gusts wind turbines 

experience extreme loads. Described problems motivate 

the employment of control algorithm which would treat 

wind gusts as a separate operating scenario with 

different control strategy than what might be called 

normal operation. To identify this operating scenario 

and to enable the adequate use of slow actuators wind 

gust predictions are required. 

In this paper a methodology for spatially distributed 

predictions of wind gusts is proposed. The predictions 

are based on upwind measurements of wind speeds. The 

motivation for the used methodology is acquired from 

observing cross correlation functions between wind 

speed time series measured at spatially distant points. 

This approach does not use any meteorological data or 

computationally demanding algorithms. 

 

2. VARIABLE SPEED WIND TURBINE 

DELING 

 Now commonly accepted that variable speed wind 

turbines can produce up to 20% more power than fixed 

speed wind turbines [6]. Another advantage to variable 
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speed wind turbines lies is in their torque-absorbing 

ability which increases the operational life of the 

mechanical components. These advantages are currently 

accomplished by allowing the generator and rotor to 

rotate at varying speeds as the wind speed changes. The 

disadvantage to this approach is that the variable 

electricity produced must be rectified and inverted 

before being added to the grid. The use of a two-mass 

model for controller synthesis is motivated by the fact 

that the control laws derived from this model are more 

general and can be applied for wind turbines of different 

sizes. Particularly, these controllers are more adapted 

for high-flexibility wind turbines that cannot be 

properly modeled with a one mass model. It is also 

shown that the two-mass model can report flexible 

modes in the drive train model that cannot be 

highlighted with the one mass model [1]. 

The aerodynamic power captured by the rotor is: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Wind turbine two-mass dynamic model 

 

The Cp (Figure 2) has a unique maximum value which 

is given by a pitch angle, in this case 5o and an optimal 

tip speed ratio. For the horizontal-axis wind turbine 

used for simulation purposes the maximum value of Cp 

is 0.59 and the optimal tip speed ratio is 5.5 

 

Pa = ρπR
2
 C p (λ,β )v

3
 , 

Where Cp  (λ,β) is power coefficient, vis wind speed, 

ρ is air density, Ris rotor radius and Pa is aerodynamic 

power. The power coefficient Cp is the ratio between 

available wind power and captured wind power, the 

variable that depends on the blade pitch angle β and the 

tip speed ratio λ.Tip speed ratio 

λ is defined as: 

where ωt is a rotor speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Cp(λ) surface for horizontal-axis wind 

turbine 

 

The aerodynamic torque is: 

 

Ta = ρπR
3
 Cq (λ,β )v

2
 , where: is a torque coefficient. 

 

3. WIND GUST PREDICTION 

In this work we propose a simple method for acquiring 

short term predictions of wind gusts based on artificial 

neural networks. It is a spatially distributed prediction 

principle. It uses measurements obtained at upwind 

points in order to predict wind speed for a downwind 

point. The possibilities for employing such prediction 

principle in wind farms as well as the implementation of 

the proposed solution are described further on. 

 

3.1. Wind gust predictions in large wind farms 

increasingly large amount of wind power is produced in 

wind farms. Wind farm are large group of wind turbines 

situated at relatively small area. Because the distances 

between wind turbines in wind farms are relatively 

small, coherence between wind speeds experienced by 

different wind turbines is relatively large [4]. This 

means that wind gusts do not decompose when they are 

traveling from one wind turbine to another. Therefore, 

when a severe enough wind gust reaches the wind farm 

it produces a long lasting disturbance on wind farm 

power output tracking. Also, wind gust can be wide 

enough to affect several wind turbines in line 

perpendicular to wind direction at the same time. This 

causes a larger disturbance on wind farm power output. 

On the other hand, wind farm setup provides a 

significant benefit for wind gust predictions. Every 

wind turbine provides data about wind which it 

experiences [8], either by direct measurements of wind 

speed, or through estimation from measurements of 
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rotational speed [7]. Therefore, a large number of 

spatially distributed information about wind speed is 

readily available. Theoretical background regarding 

spatial distribution of wind speed provides a basis for 

approaches proposed in this paper. One observation has 

to be pointed out: for wind turbines which are situated 

inside (i.e. not in the front row for any wind direction) 

the rectangular arranged wind farm there exist upwind 

measurements in approximately longitudinal direction 

for all wind directions. The aim of this paper is to 

propose an idea for simple short term wind prediction 

method based on upwind measurements which can be 

extended to suite the application in wind farms [6]. The 

proposed method is simple and does not require much 

computational strength as would, for instance, 

predictions via physical models. 

 

3.2. Use of Taylor’s hypothesis for wind gust 

prediction 

The simplest form of spatially distributed predictions 

can be obtained by direct implementation of Taylor’s 

hypothesis, we show that experimental validations do 

not encourage prediction of wind speed fluctuations 

based on Taylor’s hypothesis, especially for larger 

distances. This is because small wind gusts build and 

decompose while they travel through space with mean 

flow. But, for larger wind gusts this is not true, large 

wind gusts do change shape in time, but they still 

remain distinguishable for significant amounts of time. 

Therefore, their energy is mostly obtained in low 

frequencies of the spectrum. Since coherence reduces 

exponentially with frequency, one can expect much 

better results for wind gust prediction than for 

predictions of fast fluctuations around mean wind 

speed. The main problem encountered at 

implementation of this prediction principle is 

determining propagation time. In order for the 

predictions to be valid the propagation time should 

correspond to the time lag at which correlation function 

between series of measurements has a distinctive peak. 

In theory propagation time is the time in which mean 

wind flow travels from one measurement point to 

another. 

How to determine the propagation time from 

consecutive measurements of data is not clear, 

especially if the wind direction is not perfectly aligned 

with measurement points (if separation between wind 

turbines is mixed, see Fig3). The theory which 

describes wind development as collection of eddies 

traveling with the mean flow which moves with 

constant (mean) wind speed motivates this relation for 

determining propagation time for mixed separations, 

where αrc is the inflow angle, see Fig 3 for illustration 

of this relation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Propagation time for mixed separation 

 

4. NEURAL NETWORK OPTIMIZATION 

As shown in Figure 4, the tip speed ratio can be 

adjusted by controlling wind generator speed to 

improve wind energy utilization coefficient Cp.Wind 

generator speed is optimized by neural network 

compensator to improve wind energy capture 

efficiency. Neural network performance evaluation is 

expressed. 

 

J = min E ( ∫
∞

t=0 (0ti - oi )
2
 dt) 

 

where Oti is the target output of the compensator and i 

= 1, 2, . . . , n. Oi is the actual output of the 

compensator, which is ujnn(k) in (1). Neural networks 

have many learning rules; different learning rules lead 

to different training efficiency, OUTSTAR learning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: (a) Wind speed versus wind generator 

speed 
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Figure 4: (b) Wind generator torque versus wind 

speed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: (c) Wind generator torque versus wind 

generator speed 

Rules are used to train neural network compensator in 

this paper, which is intended to generate an m 

dimensional desired output vector. Weight vector Wk of 

OUTSTAR learning rule can be expressed as Wk = η(d 

−Wk). 

 

Before adding the data-driven controller, open-

loop input data which constitutes the matrixYj and 

output data which constitutes the matrixVj are collected, 

row vector of matrixVj and matrixYj must be linearly 

independent. Inputs of the neural network compensator 

are ej(k − 1), yj(k − 1), and uj(k);Δuj(k)   is   the   error   

between   datadriven controller current input u(k, xj) 

and previous input u(k−1, xj ). Output of the 

compensator is   ujnn(k); ujnn(k) is the error between 

neural network current 

input ujnn(k, xj) and previous input ujnn(k − 1, xj) : 

 

uj(k) = u (k, xj)− u (k − 1, xj) , (1) 

ujnn(k) = ujnn( k, xj) _ ujnn( k − 1, xj) . (2) 

 

The method has general applicability, so randomly wind 

turbine 1, wind turbine 2, and wind turbine 3 are 

selected as the study objects, and learning rules of 

EBPA and LMS are used to train the neural network 

compensator also. The standard deviation of mean 

absolute error (SD of MAE), the relative mean absolute 

error (RMAE), and the standard deviation of relative 

mean absolute error (SD of RMAE), where yK is 

control output, y0 is instance value, and n is sample 

number. It can be seen that the model built on the 

collected data is stabler with the OUTSTAR learning 

rules. 

 

5. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The original value and optimal value of wind energy 

utilization coefficient are compared in Figure 7, it can 

be known wind energy captured is increasing by 

adjusting tip speed ratio value, as the tip speed ratio is 

close to the optimal value, the value of wind energy 

utilization coefficient is increasing. Wind turbine 1 is 

taken as study object, and a 5-17-1 neural network is 

selected to optimize wind energy captured by the wind 

wheel. Figure 4(a) gives the original and optimal 

generator speeds. It can be seen that the optimal 

generator speed is stabler than the original one. Figure 

5(b) gives the original and optimal power output. It can 

be seen that the optimal power is more than the 

originalone.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Generator speed 
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6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, data-driven controller for the WECS is 

designed based on neural network, Markov parameters 

of the data-driven controller can be obtained by input 

and output data of the WECS. To overcome the 

inadequacy of data-driven control, neural network 

compensator is used to compensate for the deviation 

output of wind power data driven control system; the 

results show that the system stable performance is 

improved. 10 min data of wind farm SCADA system is 

collected, including wind generator power output, wind 

generator speed, wind energy utilization coefficient, and 

tip speed ratio. The method first determines the WECS 

Markov parameters, the system output is controlled by 

adjusting the data-driven controller gain, and the neural 

network is trained by different neural network learning 

rules. The results show that the generator speed 

fluctuations can be reduced, the security of wind turbine 

operation is high, more wind energy is captured, and the 

method is relatively simple and easy to understand. 
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